
(6) EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Pig. 8. Profile view of a coO, like fig. S.

Fig. 0. The lasso partially thrust out, and the rest of
the thread diatant from the wall, showing that no cell
conaotion forces it out, but that it is protruded by its
own act. The granular coating covers the whole cell.

Fig. 10. 5milnx to fig. 5, in profile.
Fig. 11. Profile view; the thread extruded, but, not

uncoiled.

Fig. 12. Showing the same .q fig. 9, but more of the
thread is out.

Fig. 13. The tip of one of the teutacular fringes. cm the
lasso-cells; b the same as a, in prolile; -outer wall;
d inner wall; c transparent axis. 850 dituutters.

Fig. 14. Portions of the elongate shallow furrows of the
circumscribed area covered by vibratile cilia; the bull,
and cap of the eye-speck, the two bulbs or the axial
funnel, and the eight epidermic bands of ciliate bodies
prolonged from the rows of mtta(ory flappers. 2;
diameters.

Fig. 15. The toutacular apparatus as seen from (he pen.
phory, to show the mode of the attachment. of the
tentacle to the disk, and the relation of the latter lo
the double chymifurous tubes; taken from a lialtgrown
individual. 80 diameters. The better to understand
the relations of these parts, a profile view (Fig. C)

Fig. C.




a a" cbytntfurous tube.
a' entrance to a.
c wall of the main horizontal

chymlt.'rouø trunk.
C., wall of the opposite tilde of e.
g The bare of the tentacle.
j tontacularsocket.
53 aperture off.
53 i'ex ofj.
53 proximal side ofI.

(ho tentacle.
q point of junction of e and a.

outer trail of the disk.




Of" same as 3F.
y the Inner layer of the disk.

Inner layer of the dIJ'IC at the
base of the tentacle.

the thin proximal wall of ii.
the same as

)flFI (ho thickest part of the
same layer.
AfuU accountofthestructure

of this apparatus may be found
on page 235.

or the same apparatus is hero introduced, with the
soma lettering as fig. 15 of Ph. fls"




Fig. 16. A few lasso-cells from fig. 17. 500 diameters.
Fig. 17. One of the tentacular fringes, showing the lasso..

cells to be arranged side by side in an uninterrupted
layer a b; hero and there the threads are out. 350
diameters.

Fig. 18. Transversely sectional view or a contracted ten
tacular fringe. is the layer of lasso-cells; c c' the
outer wall; ii .P the inner valL; e the transparent
axis. 350 dituit.

Fig. 10. The eye and its cap; the bulb underlying the
eye; the eight rows of immovable cilia; and the
oblong shallow furrow, more highly magnified than in
fig. 14. Si) diameters.

Figs. 20, 21, 22, and 23 represent the same animal in
four difFerent views, so that, after a careful study, its
Ibrum might lie carved from them.

Fig. 20. A fill-grown individual, seen fiom the abac
tiunt end, to show the organs in their relative position;
the eye and the shallow oblong furrow of the drcuin
scribeuL area are nearest (he observer; the tentacular
apparatus conies next, and the two great main cbyniifl
roes trunks are about the middle. of the body. "1
diameters.

Fig. 21. Same as fig. 20; seen from the actinal end,
to show principally the relation of the cellulo-motor
systems to the organs; the mouth is nearest the eye,
then come the teutacular sockets, and lastly the two
great chuyumifenous trunks.

Fig. 22. Profile view, in which one of the tentacles is
next the observer, the digestive cavity (is) presents
its broad side to the eye, and the bulbs (f J of
the axial funnel stand right auth left.

Fig. 23. View at right angles to fig. 22. The tentacles
stand right and left, as do also the two chiyniilrous
tubes (r r') which embrace the digestive cavity; the
latter (is) presenting its edge to the eye.

Fig. 2.1. The enormous cells of the cehluho-motor sys
tents. These are from the radial system. a the wall;
Is same as a, but. contracted and wrinkled; c the wavy
face of is; d transparent cavity of the cell; c the
slender points of the cells. 500 diameters.

Fig. 25. An individual, natural size, swimming with its

tentacles trailing behind, and, the fringes curved, waved,

bent at various sharp angles, and stretched to the

utmost or closely retracted. For other views, see my

paper in Mew. Amer. Acad. Vol. 1V. P1. 1.

Fig. 26. One of the natatory paddles and the subjacent
coils of the cdlluho-motor systems, to show the relation

of the cells of the paddles to those of the motor Sys
tem. 50 diameters.
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